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R e t a i l  u s

Consume credit by stopping a few
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INTERVIEW

What was the catalyst for writing this erasure poem?
My irrepressible interest in the body politic.

Where did you find your source text, and why did you choose it?
On archive.org, a website of  documents which are no longer restricted 

by copyright. The keyword search I chose was “desire.” 

What was the hardest part about writing this erasure? What was the 
easiest?

The hardest part, given the current raging—and enraging—state of  
affairs, was to try to address more than the present moment. Other than 
that, the whole process was enjoyable. I’m a fan of  writing, and I love trying 
my hand at erasure.

If  you had to narrow it down, what is your favorite line or phrase from 
the poem?

The “refrain,” and “There is no doubt the desire to be ruled holds 
sway, cosmopolitan and socialistic in its attitude.” The mix of  registers here 
(and elsewhere) form a type of  impenetrable “State Speak”, while still im-
plicating each one of  us as individuals within this—or that—corporat... Eh, 
I mean, state. 

How is writing erasure and blackout poetry different from writing in 
more traditional poetic forms?

For me, a way of  thinking about this is that traditional forms are com-
parable to painting; erasures, to sculpture.

What advice would you give to those who want to write erasure po-
ems themselves?

Make several copies of  original document, make several attempts at 
sculpting an erasure of  interest and weight. As Beckett said, “Try again. Fail 
again. Fail better.”

A  K a i s e r
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INTERVIEW

What was the catalyst for writing this erasure poem?
I essentially wanted to dissect the language of  a piece of  literature that, 

even though I first read years ago, has still stuck with me. Charles Dickens is 
no stranger to extensive word use and play, which, I suppose, is vital when 
one is getting paid by the word. Most people roll their eyes when I tell them 
that Great Expectations is my favorite book, as it surely brings nightmares of   
their high school English classes. However, despite the obvious reasons for 
Dickens’ deployment of  verbose language, and the equally verbose reaction 
from a generation of  public school students, I know that much of  my writ-
ing, and much of  my love for words, was bred from this novel. I wanted to 
pay a certain homage to where the inspiration for my language came from 
through this reorganization of  Dickens’ language.

  
If  you had to narrow it down, what is your favorite line or phrase from 
the poem?

“burnt homely snow melted from the cold shadow of  the wind”
 

How is writing erasure and blackout poetry different from writing in 
more traditional poetic forms?

 It’s almost like having a fill-in-the-blank vs. an open-ended ques-
tion on a test. With a fill-in-the-blank question, or, perhaps, erasure/black-
out poetry, you are presented with a context and then required to answer 
based on said context. In comparison, an open-ended question, or more 
traditional forms of  poetry, leave the test-taker with an infinite amount of  
ways to answer, thus requiring a different skill set to complete. They both 
ultimately test your knowledge of  the subject matter (your ability to write 
poetry). Blackout/erasure and any form of  poetry just bring to light a dif-
ferent way of  getting to that final product.  In some respects, one is easier 
than the other, but it is not a question of  passing the test as much as it is 
the process that got you to your answers in the first place.

T E  T o m a i n o
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The house is quiet, I am left alone
The fibrils of our love come creeping back to me
On vinyl, underlaid by hiss and moan.
I see myself running forward in time
But backwards in my dreams, my ankles tied
Thalassic indigo thick as molasses
I un-drown and meet myself, laid waste at your side.
But you, so unnerved by those clamorous vineyards,
Hardly I see you smell my rajanigandha hair
(That I) Let cascade unto your worried face,
I saved you from gales, I clung to your arms
In a violent whirlpool we held each other firm
Not the strongest gush could break our bonds,
Not the strongest wave could wash away our hopes.
Through the venetian blinds, behold my dear,
The sunshine to break you away from your fears,
But leave me wrapped in mine, though sun shines still
On boulevard and river bank, where you were not
Though I held your empty frame like a gust of wind.
I count the flowers as they bloom in spring
But never do they bring you round to me again.
I don’t even want to touch you.
I don’t want to gaze in your eyes.
But I want to examine you, surreptitiously,
till you are nothing but a man
And break the bonds of glamour that held us there
In the whirlpool, where I hoped forlornly.
That you were there as my shadow emerging
As rays of suns forgot to singe your outline.
Through your darkest days I knew I was the sole sunshine
I dazzled you too much, I dread and blinded you away
And like an afraid child you huddled to a remote place
I couldn’t bring you back from ever again.
I cried, all days and nights
I prayed for you though, my dear, I sang you lullabies,
But woke you up from your old nightmares,
And taught you how to dream again...
I fed you dreams from my own heart
A gently gulping artery
A baby bird, my love, a nidifice
The sun struck open all our cerulean shells
And beat upon our eyelids,
Pink pearl warmth
We woke and saw the daylight
Rub us raw.
But then you fluttered to the azure sea,

T h e  B l e e d i n g  H o u r s  ( O r i g i n a l )

S u j a s h  P u r n a
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Leaving behind our dream-circled nest and me.
Before I caressed your wings, you bade me goodbye
And away and away you went
Like a kite flying boldly overhead
And wooing its holder to leave the ground...
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The house is quiet, I am left alone
The fibrils of our love come creeping back to me
On vinyl, underlaid by hiss and moan.
I see myself running forward in time
But backwards in my dreams, my ankles tied
Thalassic indigo thick as molasses
I un-drown and meet myself, laid waste at your side.
But you, so unnerved by those clamorous vineyards,
Hardly I see you smell my rajanigandha hair
(That I) Let cascade unto your worried face,
I saved you from gales, I clung to your arms
In a violent whirlpool we held each other firm
Not the strongest gush could break our bonds,
Not the strongest wave could wash away our hopes.
Through the venetian blinds, behold my dear,
The sunshine to break you away from your fears,
But leave me wrapped in mine, though sun shines still
On boulevard and river bank, where you were not
Though I held your empty frame like a gust of wind.
I count the flowers as they bloom in spring
But never do they bring you round to me again.
I don’t even want to touch you.
I don’t want to gaze in your eyes.
But I want to examine you, surreptitiously,
till you are nothing but a man
And break the bonds of glamour that held us there
In the whirlpool, where I hoped forlornly.
That you were there as my shadow emerging
As rays of suns forgot to singe your outline.
Through your darkest days I knew I was the sole sunshine
I dazzled you too much, I dread and blinded you away
And like an afraid child you huddled to a remote place
I couldn’t bring you back from ever again.
I cried, all days and nights
I prayed for you though, my dear, I sang you lullabies,
But woke you up from your old nightmares,
And taught you how to dream again...
I fed you dreams from my own heart
A gently gulping artery
A baby bird, my love, a nidifice
The sun struck open all our cerulean shells
And beat upon our eyelids,
Pink pearl warmth
We woke and saw the daylight
Rub us raw.
But then you fluttered to the azure sea,
Leaving behind our dream-verhead
And wooing its holder to leave the ground...

T h e  B l e e d i n g  H o u r s  ( E r a s u r e )
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INTERVIEW

What was the catalyst for writing this erasure poem?
I was intrigued by the possibility of  different ways I could project my 

text-to-self  connection through the erasing process. I could erase a few 
lines and leave the next few, but then I could have also done the other 
way around, and that shows how the maximum impact of  the lines is so 
dependent on the spur of  the moment. I loved this unpredictability of  the 
erasing process. 

What was the hardest part about writing this erasure? What was the 
easiest?

Struggling to steer the erasure poem to one direction when the prima-
ry text offers very little to do so has been challenging. I needed to be frugal 
and very aware of  what I let go and what I keep on. The easiest part would 
be looking at a primary text and thinking about millions of  ways the erasure 
could take its shape. The hardest part was sticking to one. 

S u j a s h  P u r n a
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redacted from Walt Whitman’s “This Compost”

   1
    I thought I was safe

            to meet my lover

O how can it be

 every

              generation

      deceiv’d
              press
            it
     foul

      2
Behold

The bean bursts noiselessly through the mould

       e  rection of the wheat              out
       of   graves

    he-birds

   break through

    strata of sour

That it is safe to allow it to lick
     with its tongues,
That all is clean forever and forever,

h i s  p o s t

R i k k i  S a n t e r
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     tastes so good,
             juicy,

     when I recline
    every spear       rises out of what was
                      once a catching disease.

        such sweet things
       harmless and stainless

                   exquisite winds

                                                        accept
                              at last.
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INTERVIEW

What was the catalyst for writing this erasure poem?
I was intrigued by the idea of  taking someone else’s text and using 

erasure to collaborate in giving it a second life.
 

Where did you find your source text, and why did you choose it?
I revisit Whitman’s work often and this is the bicentennial year of  his 

birth, so I got to wondering how he would be responding to our world 
today. 

 
What was the hardest part about writing this erasure? What was the 
easiest?

My original version is erased to resemble the gay pride flag, each line 
wearing a different color in that rainbow.  It was difficult for me, not being 
artistically adept, to make it look aesthetic.  

The easiest and most delightful part was finding a path to connect 
his words. It was invigorating to let go and imagine his spirit leading me 
through his poem that focuses on diseased and sickly materials and the 
parasitic tendencies of  humanity to celebrate human dignity and hope.

 
If  you had to narrow it down, what is your favorite line or phrase from 
the poem?

“exquisite winds accept at last”      
These last words resonated for me a sense of  how what is right could 

be eternal.

How is writing erasure and blackout poetry different from writing in 
more traditional poetic forms?

It’s like riding shotgun with an original text or like jamming with a 
fellow musician that you may love or loathe.

What advice would you give to those who want to write erasure po-
ems themselves?

Be brave and listen carefully.

R i k k i  S a n t e r
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INTERVIEW

What was the catalyst for writing this erasure poem? 
I work with late-nineteenth century science and nature texts, both for 

traditional poetry inspiration and for found poetry. For me, nearly all era-
sure work is creative play, a challenge to discover a poem lurking within 
sometimes dry, sometimes arcane, text.  The farther the poem is from the 
original text and its intent, the more it pleases me. 

 
Where did you find your source text, and why did you choose it?

I originally found Recreations in Astronomy on the Forgotten Books website 
and ordered a copy of  the actual book through Bookfinder. Even if  I don’t 
erase in the original book (something I find very difficult to do) I like to 
have a copy of  it.  For this poem,  I worked from a print from the pdf.  

I chose this particular page because it had an image on it and I wanted 
to incorporate that.

 
What was the hardest part about writing this erasure? What was the 
easiest?

The hardest part was the stamping of  the circles. My goal was to ex-
periment more with the visual aspects of  erasure, to expand on my usual 
black ink cross-hatching and line work that you see underneath. It was chal-
lenging to stamp over it, knowing there was little way to repair if  I didn’t 
like the balance of  images, or stamped over something important. The eas-
iest was locating the poem. That is usually the way for me.

 
If  you had to narrow it down, what is your favorite line or phrase from 
the poem?

 I love that last line, because it is almost a stand-alone poem, because 
even though it ends the poem, something remains lively,  in motion. There 
is no period. It opens further in wordless way,  and there are possibilities of  
meaning that delight me. 

Z a n n  C a r t e r
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How is writing erasure and blackout poetry different from writing in 
more traditional poetic forms?  

For me, it is a break from the purely cerebral effort of  writing. My 
hands and eyes are engaged in a different way; there is color and texture and 
form to play with. At the end, you stand up with a bit of  visual art to dis-
play.  It is a bit of  an antidote to spending long hours typing, then holding 
some paper with black marks on it, hoping someone will read it.

 
What advice would you give to those who want to write erasure po-
ems themselves? 

Experiment! Learn what gives the most pleasure and satisfaction in 
the creating of  erasures. Consider the relationship you want to have with 
the original text.
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INTERVIEW

What was the catalyst for writing this erasure poem?
The catalyst for this erasure poem was reverential in nature, attempting 

to transform a bleak existence into something different. To me, it was sym-
bolic of  the Phoenix rising out of  ashes. The metamorphosis and turning 
inside out of  the poem symbolizes not utopia, but room for peace within 
dissonance. It resists reductionism and speaks of  the dimensions of  com-
plexity. 

 
Where did you find your source text, and why did you choose it?

The source text is my own. I would never submit this source text for 
publication because it creates too much visibility and vulnerability for me. I 
chose it because for a few moments I could direct empathy towards the text 
instead of  consistently wishing for its entire removal from my life.

 
What was the hardest part about writing this erasure? What was the 
easiest?

 The hardest part was reinventing something I wished eradicated into 
something reverential, and then synthesizing visual elements to reflect such 
evolution. The easiest part—what’s easy?

 
If  you had to narrow it down, what is your favorite line or phrase from 
the poem?

 I think my favorite phrase is: “a hope…instead of  this.” The phrase 
leaves space for possibility, even in contexts that are fragmented, disillu-
sioning, and painful. It demonstrates the ability of  the unconscious to re-
veal itself  as phenomenological.

 
How is writing erasure and blackout poetry different from writing in 
more traditional poetic forms?

Writing erasure and blackout poetry is different because it presents 
the maker with plural methodologies for creation instead of  creating in the 
purely textual realm. It allows the writer more space for reinvention of  self  
and otherness. It’s an amazing process. 

S a b r i n a  G a s k i l l
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What advice would you give to those who want to write erasure po-
ems themselves?

Don’t be afraid to experiment and try different approaches. Leave 
behind some of  those preconceived ideas about what is text and what is 
visual. Let the erasure/blackout recreate you as you work in the medium. 


